PANTHER SHUTTLE SPRING 2022 REVISED 2/2/22

PANTHER SHUTTLE is located outside of the entrance to the PDP parking garage

Refer to website https://flf.edu/trolley/ for changes and updates

College of Business stops M-Th as noted

CAMID=Center for Advanced Manufacturing & Innovative Design

Stop times are departure times

RIDERS MUST WEAR MASKS WHILE ON THE SHUTTLE

If the bus does not arrive at a stop and you need to know the status of the bus, please TEXT 321-207-5244. Any calls forward to the Supervisor.

The driver will respond when they come to the next location they are stopped.

---

PANTHER SHUTTLE MONDAY SCHEDULE

PANTEHER SHUTTLE TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY SCHEDULE

If the bus does not arrive at a stop and you need to know the status of the bus, please TEXT 321-207-5244. Any calls forward to the Supervisor.

The driver will respond when they come to the next location they are stopped.

---

PANTHER SHUTTLE FRIDAY SCHEDULE

---

PANTHER SHUTTLE SATURDAY SCHEDULE

---

PANTHER SHUTTLE SUNDAY SCHEDULE

UPON REQUEST